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Abstrat
We present the results of a projet to detet small (∼1 km) main-belt (MB)
asteroids with the 3.6 meter Canada-Frane-Hawaii Telesope (CFHT). We ob-
served in 2 lters (MegaPrime g′ and r′) in order to ompare the results in eah
band. Owing to the observational adene we did not observe the same asteroids
through eah lter and thus do not have true olour information. However strong
dierenes in the size distributions as seen in the two lters point to a olour-
dependene at these sizes, perhaps to be expeted in this regime where asteroid
ohesiveness begins to be dominated by physial strength and omposition rather
than by gravity. The best t slopes of the umulative size distributions (CSDs)
in both lters tend towards lower values for smaller asteroids, onsistent with
the results of previous studies. In addition to this trend, the size distributions
seen in the two lters are distintly dierent, with steeper slopes in r′ than in
g′. Breaking our sample up aording to semimajor axis, the dierene between
the lters in the inner belt is found to be somewhat less pronouned than in
the middle and outer belt, but the CSD of those asteroids seen in the r′ lter
is onsistently and signiantly steeper than in g′ throughout. The CSD slopes
also show variations with semimajor axis within a given lter, partiularly in r′.
We onlude that the size distribution of main belt asteroids is likely to be olour
dependent at kilometer sizes and that this dependene may vary aross the belt.
Subjet headings: minor planets, asteroids; solar system, general
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1. Introdution
Observations of small (of order 1 km diameter) main-belt asteroids (MBAs) present a
onsiderable hallenge. As a result, this faint (typially V ≥ 22) population of asteroids has
not been sampled as well as it might be. The asteroid size distribution in the main-belt is
aeted by a number of fators, the most important of whih is thought to be ollisions
with other asteroids. It is well known that if the bodies are uniform in omposition and
respond to ollisions in size-independent way (i.e. have the same strength to mass ratio),
the dierential size distribution in steady-state is independent of the details of the ollisions,
and is given by a power-law
dN ∝ D−pdD (1)
where D is the diameter, dN the number of bodies in the size range D to D + dD and the
index p = 3.5 (Dohnanyi 1969).
This desription is an idealization: in reality, asteroids are aeted by size-dependent
phenomena (e.g. the Yarkovsky eet, size-dependent internal strength) and are not in
a true steady-state (material leaves the belt through orbital resonanes). It is expeted
rather that the main belt will show a depletion of bodies at smaller sizes (whih have less
gravitational reinforement than larger bodies and are hene more fragile per unit mass, as
well as being more quikly removed by Yarkovsky fores), and that the ideally featureless
power-law slope may display waves as a result of these removal proesses (Davis et al.
1994; Durda et al. 1998; O'Brien and Greenberg 2003).
In this paper, the size distribution of the main belt at kilometer to sub-kilometer sizes
is measured in two lters, in order to extend our knowledge into the regime (D ∼< 1 km)
where internal strength plays an inreasingly important role in the bodies' response to
ollisions (Farinella et al. 1982; Housen and Holsapple 1990, 1999; Benz and Asphaug
1999), and where ompositional dierenes (possibly indiated by olour dierenes) beome
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inreasingly important to asteroid ohesiveness and strength.
2. Observations and data redution
All images were taken with the MegaPrime/MegaCam amera on 3.6 meter Canada-
Frane-Hawaii Telesope (CFHT) atop Mauna Kea, Hawaii. MegaCam uses forty 2048 x
4612 pixel CCDs, overing a 1ox 1o eld of view with a resolution of 0.187 arse/pixel.
The images used were taken as part of the Very Wide segment of CFHT Legay Survey
(CFHTLS). Seven sets of observations were taken in MegaPrime g′ lter (∼ 400− 580 nm)
on either 2004 Deember 15-16 or 2005 January 16-17 , nineteen sets in the MegaPrime r′
lter (∼ 550− 700 nm) were taken the nights of 2006 May 1- 2 and May 25-26.
Images from the VW segment of the survey were hosen for this study beause of its
adene: three images are taken of the same eld at approximately 45 minute intervals
during the ourse of the rst night, followed by a single image of the same eld the following
night. The large eld of view of the amera means that 1) many asteroids are seen on any
given frame and 2) many of these an be followed up suessfully on the seond night, whih
allows for somewhat improved orbits, geoentri and helioentri distanes and hene sizes.
Data were obtained in both the CFHTLS g′ and r′ lters in order to ompare results
at two wavelength ranges. The CFHTLS VW survey also aquired images in the i′ lter.
However these were taken far from opposition. As a result it proved muh more diult to
make aurate helio and geoentri distane determinations (even given a detetion on the
seond night), and we exluded them from our sample.
The exposure times were 90 seonds for g′ and 110 seonds in r′. Seeing sizes were
0.8 and 1.1 respetively for the 2 dates the g′ frames were taken. Limiting magnitude for
50% probability of three sigma detetion of the g′ frame with 1.1 seeing is 23.0, the 90%
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probability limit is 22.5. For the g′ frames the seeing was 1.0 and 1.1 for the two dates,
and the limiting magnitude for a three sigma detetion was 21.75 and 22.25 for 90% and 50
% respetively, for the night with the worse seeing. The limiting magnitude was determined
by alibrating on a set of images ontaining artiially implanted soures moving at rates
onsistent with those of MBAs. The images used for the seeding were real data images from
the CFHTLS; the artiial soures were implanted using the mkobjets funtion of IRAF
(Tody 1986). The information is used to set a detetion limit, whih we hoose to be 90%
ompletion (that is, 21.75 in r′ and 22.5 in g′). We base our further analysis only on those
objets brighter than the above limits.
The CFHTLS images were proessed by the Elixir pipeline, whih inludes bias and
dark subtration, at-elding and fringe subtration. Photometri orretions inluding
olour terms are omputed at this time. The images are then proessed by the Terapix data
proessing entre based in Paris for ne astrometri orretion to the USNO B1.0 atalog
(Monet et al. 2003). The leaned images are then stored at the Canadian Astronomial
Data Centre, from whih we retrieved them and began the searh for moving objets.
The elds taken in the dierent lters were taken at dierent times. No attempt was
made to take images in both lters on the same night, nor to follow partiular asteroids
for more than two nights. As a result, the elds taken with dierent lters do not ontain
the same asteroids (exept possibly by hane). Thus the size distributions determined in
the g′ and r′ lters are for two statistially similar samples of asteroids, rather than for the
same sample as seen through the two lters. Total survey areas were 7 elds (∼ 7 square
degrees) in the g′ and 19 elds (∼ 19 square degrees) in the r′ band, with all elds taken
within ±2 degrees of the elipti.
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2.1. Asteroid detetion
In order to detet MB asteroids in our images, Soure Extrator (Bertin and Arnouts
1996) was used to build a atalog of all soures more than 3 sigma above the bakground,
and provided the soures' positions (both x-y and RA/De), magnitudes, full-width-half-
max, as well as ags that desribed soures that were saturated, trunated, blended with
another, or loated on bad pixels. The earlier Terapix proessing of the frames produes
photometri orretions for lter and airmass and these are applied by Soure Extrator in
the alulation of the magnitudes.
Stationary objets are then removed; as are soures with the obvious harateristis
of osmi rays. The remaining soures are then searhed for triplets moving within the
appropriate range of angular rates. Those deteted are onsidered andidate one-night
asteroid detetions.
The image areas surrounding eah andidate are then blinked and a human operator
determines whether the andidate is real, or the result of imperfet osmi ray removal,
variations in the image quality during the night or other auses. Candidates not learly
visible and asteroidal in appearane in all three frames are disarded. Those that remain
onstitute our sample of one-night objets and will be subjeted to further analysis, both
as to their size distribution and as to whether or not they are seen on the seond night's
image.
In order to determine whether or not the objets appear in the seond night's image,
the motion of the andidate is extrapolated linearly forward in time. If the position is
determined to have moved out of the eld of view, the proessing proeeds no further.
If it is predited to fall within the seond night's image, a blink frame of the setion of
the seond night's image around the predited position is ompared to the same region
taken the previous night. If blinking reveals an objet of appropriate magnitude near the
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appropriate loation on the seond night, the objet is deemed to have been deteted on the
seond night. A nal onsisteny hek is performed by omputing an orbit for the objet
based on the two nights of observations, and verifying that the motion is reasonable and
within the main belt (Trojan asteroids, entaurs and Kuiper Belt objets are oasionally
piked up). The nal atalog of one and two-night detetions is what is analyzed for its
size-frequeny distribution.
We saw 686 main-belt objets only on a single night, and 839 on two nights, or 272/414
and 245/594 one and two-nighters respetively in the g′/r′ lters. We see a total of 1525
asteroids in both lters, and 73 and 53 asteroids per square degree in g′ and r′ respetively.
2.2. Orbital elements
For the single-night detetions, the ar was approximately 1.5 hours long. In order
to ompute the semimajor axis and inlination, we used Vaiasala's method based on
the assumption that one observation was taken at perihelion, taking the rst and last
observations, as desribed by Dubyago (1961). A method proposed by Dubyago in that
same work and based on the assumption of a irular orbit was also tested. Comparisons
done using known asteroids with well-determined orbits revealed Vaiasala's method to be
somewhat superior for these objets with very short ars. For the two-night detetions,
Herget's method (as desribed in Danby (1989)) was used, beause of its slightly superior
performane when tested on observations of known asteroids. Herget's method requires
estimates of the geoentri distane of the body in question, however these an be obtained
fairly aurately given observational ars of about 1 day for asteroids within the main-belt.
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2.3. Absolute magnitudes and diameters
The absolute magnitude Hk in lter k is determined from the apparent magnitude mk
in appropriate lter from
mk = Hk + 5 log10(r∆) + P (α) (2)
where r and ∆ are the helioentri and geoentri distanes of the asteroid, α is the phase
angle and P (α) is the phase funtion. We use P (α) from Bowell et al. (1989) with a G
of 0.15. In all ases, the phase angle is small, ranging from 1.7 to 7.0 degrees with a
mean of 3.9o. The rms errors in r and ∆(whih are essentially equal and are strongly
orrelated in our sample) were both 0.38 AU and 0.32 AU for the one and two night
detetions respetively. We had hoped that the two night observations would provide us
with signiantly improved r and ∆ auray however a longer ar, of order a week, is
likely required to ahieve muh improvement. Errors in mk were relatively small, and as a
result errors in Hk (whih ranged from 0.54 to 0.69 magnitudes for the one and two night
detetions respetively) are dominated by the unertainties in r and ∆.
The diameter estimate is derived from Bowell et al. (1989)
D =
1347× 10−Hk/5
A
1/2
k
(3)
where D is diameter in km and Ak is albedo in lter k. The unertainly in D reeives nearly
equal ontributions from the albedo and Hk : the one sigma error is 0.36-0.4 km for the one
or two night detetion.
The umulative number distribution for main belt asteroids brighter than an absolute
magnitude Hk (i.e. having a magnitude less than Hk) an be approximated as
logN(< Hk) = C + γHk. (4)
where N is the umulative number of asteroids, and γ and C are onstants, with γ being
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the slope. Rewriting the equation above in terms of diameter
N(> D) ∝ D−b (5)
Here, the power-law index, b, orresponds to the slope of the log N vs. log D plot, and is
onneted to the onstant γ by b = 5γ. Using the method of Yoshida et al. (2003), we will
use b to express the slope of the umulative size distribution of asteroids. Note that the
slope of the size-frequeny distribution is expressed in a variety of ways in the literature; a
useful translation table an be found in Appendix A of O'Brien and Greenberg (2005).
2.4. Previous work
There are a few major surveys that have alulated umulative size distribution (CSD)
slopes to whih we an ompare our own value. The rst is the Yerkes-MDonald Survey
(YMS), whih was the rst (1951-1952) systemati photographi survey with asteroid
magnitudes based on a photometri system. They found 1550 asteroids with a limiting
magnitude of 16.5. They alulated a CSD slope of b = 2.4 for asteroids from 30-300
kilometers (Kuiper et al. 1958). The next major survey, Palomar-Leiden, was another
photographi survey, performed in 1960, and whih extended the magnitude-frequeny
distribution to a magnitude of about 20. They found over 2000 asteroids and alulated a
slope of b = 1.8 for asteroids larger than 5 kilometers in diameter (van Houten et al. 1970).
From 1992-1995 Spaewath deteted 59226 asteroids larger than 5 kilometers. The
limiting magnitude for this survey was about 21 in the visual band, and yielded a CSD
slope, again, of b = 1.8 (Jedike and Metalfe 1998). A survey of a relatively small eld (15'
square) by ISO at 12µm saw 20 soures and dedued a shallow slope for smaller asteroids
as well, in this ase b = 1.5 (Tedeso and Desert 2002). A study of asteroid sizes performed
with arhived frames from HST's WFPC2 amera taken from 1994 to 1996 revealed 96
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moving objets with apparent magnitudes down to 24, or with diameters of 0.3 to 3 km
(Evans et al. 1998). This work found a slope of 1.2 to 1.3, even shallower than found by
previous investigators.
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), arried out between 1998 and 2000,
systematially mapped an enormous part of the sky and produed detailed images allowing
the determination of positions and absolute magnitudes of many elestial bodies, inluding
many asteroids. (Ivezi et al. 2001) used this survey to alulate a CSD slope for 13000
asteroids down to a magnitude of 21.5 (in the R-band lter) and obtained a value of b = 1.3
for asteroids in the diameter range 0.4-5 kilometers. The Sub-km Main-Belt Asteroid Survey
(SMBAS) performed at the Subaru telesope found 1111 asteroids down to a limiting
magnitude of 24.4 and alulated the CSD, for asteroids between 0.5 and 1.0 kilometers,
to have b = 1.2 (Yoshida et al. 2003). However, not all studies have revealed a shallowing
slope at smaller sizes. A reent report gives a onstant b = 1.9 slope down to roughly 23
magnitude in V (Davis et al. 2006)
However, it does appear that sub-km asteroids display a somewhat shallower CSD
slope than the largest ones: this implies a deit in the smaller asteroids, indiative of some
hanging physis as we move into the regime where ollisional fragmentation beomes more
dependent on internal strength and less on gravity.
3. Results
The umulative distributions of asteroid diameters in our sample are shown in Fig 1,
with the assumption that all asteroids have an albedo of 0.09. The shaded region below
eah observed distribution indiates the dierene between the observed CSD (the heavy
line) and that whih only inludes asteroids brighter than our 90% ompletion limit. Thus
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the thikness of the shaded region gives us a measure of how muh our sample is aeted
by inompleteness. In tting slopes to the observed distribution, we only use those points
where the shaded area is less than 10% of the height of the observed distribution. Put
another way, we only t those points where objets fainter than our ompleteness limit
ontribute less than 10% to the height of the distribution at a given point, to eliminate a
skewing of the distribution due to inompleteness.
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The error bars on the CSDs are determined by a standard bootstrap proess (Efron 1982).
Using our sample of diameter measurements, eah with an individually omputed
unertainty, we generated one hundred statistially similar distributions by a Monte Carlo
proess under the assumption that the errors are distributed in a Gaussian fashion. The
plotted error bars in the gures represent one standard deviation as omputed by the
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bootstrap proess at eah point.
The least-squares lines shown in the gures are tted only to data points where the
observed CSD and that based on the 90% ompletion limit dier by less than 10%. The
data points are weighted by 1/sigma during this t to properly aount for the larger error
bars in the larger diameter region of the plot, though an unweighted t produes similar
results. We note however the distributions do not seem partiularly well t by a straight
line in this range; there are features whih deviate from the line by more than the error
bars in Figure 1. Deviations from a pure-power law slope for asteroids CSDs are now
well-known and have been disussed by many authors, for example Cellino et al. (1991);
Durda and Dermott (1997); Durda et al. (1998); O'Brien and Greenberg (2003).
The dierene between the slopes in the two lters is quite lear in Figure 1. The best-t
slope for the g′ sample is b = 1.87± 0.05 while that for the r′ lter is b = 2.45± 0.07. We
also note that the slope dierene is not simply due to our relatively ne binning. A oarser
binning, shown in Figure 2, produes least-squares t slopes whih show the same trend
(1.94± 0.15 and 2.23± 0.11). The dierene in the slopes is not quite as distint and has
larger unertainties as we are tting the line to relatively few points (we ontinue to exlude
those beyond our 90% ompleteness limits), yet the slopes still dier by about two sigma.
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Before disussing the dierene between the g′ and r′ slopes, we rst note that both show
evidene for at least one hange in the power law slope, at roughly 2.5 km in g′ and 3.5 km
in r′ (see Figure 1). The loation of this hange in the slope knee as seen in our sample
orresponds roughly to that seen in other determinations of the CSD, for example, that in
Figure 1 of O'Brien and Greenberg (2005). The auses of suh deviations of the asteroid
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size distribution from a smooth power-law remain under study, but almost ertainly reet
the inuene of size-dependent proesses in the asteroid belt.
A slope alulated only from asteroids smaller than this knee yields a slope of
b = 1.35± 0.02 and 1.79± 0.07 in the visible and red respetively, shallower than the
overall slope in eah ase. Owing to the small number of asteroids larger than the knee in
our sample we did not alulate the slope for these bodies on their own. Their eet on the
slope when exluded from the least-squares t is suient to show their tendeny towards
a steeper slope than the smaller asteroids. Thus both lters show a redued slope for
smaller bodies, whih is onsistent with other observational results where, despite
variations, a general trend towards shallower slopes at smaller diameters is evident. This
trend has been assoiated with size-dependent depletion of small asteroids beause 1) they
may aquire higher veloities during ollisions, 2) they are subjet to larger Yarkovsky
drifts and 3) they have lower strengths per unit mass.
Notably, the slopes presented in the previous paragraph span the range of values quoted for
asteroids of various sizes (see setion 2.4), illustrating the danger of tting a single line to a
distribution whose harater is more ompliated. Our interpretation of why our results
show slopes generally steeper than those reported earlier at these sizes is simply that a
pure power law is not a very good t to the size distribution of main belt asteroids. We
have examined only about one and a half orders of magnitude in diameter, a relatively
narrow range and roughly the size of the waves expeted in the distribution due to
size-dependent proesses (See Figure 6 in Durda and Dermott (1997)). Though an
overarhing power-law omponent is learly present in the size distribution of MB
asteroids, deviations from a pure power law, whih have both been seen observationally by
many authors and whih are expeted theoretially, learly make a simple one-parameter
haraterization of the entire size distribution unworkable.
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Of more interest are the diering CSD slopes for asteroids viewed in dierent lters,
though suh a dierene is perhaps not unexpeted. As one moves towards smaller sizes,
the strength beomes omposition-dependent as gravity beomes less of a fator, and it is
known that there are widely diering ompositions aross the asteroid belt. Simply
speaking, eah sample should ontain dierent proportions of asteroids with dierent
olours, and hene ompositions and internal properties. Sine internal properties being to
dominate the bodies' strength, the ollisionally-indued size distribution might be expeted
to be dierent.
We are not aware of a olour or lter dependene in the size distribution having been
reported before. This might be explained by the relatively few earlier studies that ould
reah this size range, or in the ases of those that did, by an absene of olour information.
We note that the result of steeper slopes for r′ versus g′ that we nd runs ounter to earlier
work, where studies performed in the red typially show shallower slopes than those
performed in the visible. However, there is also a orrelation between the time at whih the
studies were performed and the slopes observed. Earlier studies were done in the visible
and saw larger bodies than later studies typially done in the red, making it diult to
distinguish the eets of olour at dierent sizes from these previous results.
In order to examine the dierene in slope with lter more extensively, we split our sample
into three semi-major axis regions, following Yoshida and Nakamura (2004). The three
zones used are the inner (2.0 < a(AU) ≤ 2.6), middle (2.6 < a(AU) ≤ 3.0), and outer
(3.0 < a(AU) ≤ 3.5) zones. Our semimajor axis determination has an unertainty of 0.3
AU (based on the omparison of our alulations with known asteroids (observed by
hane), so this division is a rough one, but helps reveal whether the dierent slopes
remain evident in subsamples of our data set. The diameter distributions for eah region
are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5.
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In these subsamples, slope dierene persists, though the slopes are not onstant aross the
MB. The slope of the r′ distribution shows strong variations with semimajor axis (see
Table 1). The least-squares t for the middle region (Fig. 4) has the steepest slope
(b = 2.39± 0.07) with the outer region (Fig. 5) next (b = 2.25± 0.08). The inner region
(Fig 3) has the shallowest slope in r′ (b = 2.00± 0.05). The g′ distributions has a less
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dramati but similar trend, also showing the steepest slope in the middle belt
(b = 1.85± 0.06) while the inner and outer belt are similar at b = 1.58± 0.06 and
b = 1.60± 0.07 respetively. Dierenes aross the asteroid belt are not unexpeted owing
to the well-known ompositional variations with semi-major axis (Gradie and Tedeso
1982; Mothé-Diniz et al. 2003), but we note that the shallower slope for asteroids seen in
the g′ versus the r′ lter is present in eah our subsamples of the main belt.
Filter range b sigma N
g′ all 1.87 0.05 185
r′ all 2.44 0.07 423
g′ inner 1.58 0.06 77
r′ inner 2.00 0.05 238
g′ middle 1.85 0.06 79
r′ middle 2.39 0.07 143
g′ outer 1.60 0.07 29
r′ outer 2.25 0.08 42
In order to examine these ndings in more detail, we also ompute the slope for those
asteroids with sizes smaller than the knee in the distributions mentioned earlier. This
allows us to work in a region where the error bars are smaller, and puts us more rmly in
the regime where strength depends more on internal omposition, and thus where
olour-related eets may be stronger. Though we would expet the absolute slopes of
these smaller-diameter setions of the distributions to be shallower (as disussed earlier in
this setion), they an be examined to see whether they show the same trend.
These more nely divided subsamples show the same qualitative behaviour seen earlier.
Both 1) the signiantly higher slope in the red versus the visible aross the belt, and 2) in
r′, higher slopes in the middle/outer belt, are seen. The results are summarized in Table 2.
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An overall shallower slope at these sizes, expeted from our examination of the omplete
samples is seen, but the lter-related dierenes persist. There are other small dierenes.
The main dierene is that the slope of these subsamples in r′ in the middle and outer belt
are equal (b = 1.8± 0.07 and 1.81± 0.09, Table 2), whereas they dier in the omplete
sample (b = 2.39± 0.07 and 2.25± 0.08, Table 1). However, the outer region is where we
have the fewest objets and hene is likely to be the least reliable in terms of slope
determination.
Filter a range b sigma N
g′ all 1.35 0.02 167
r′ all 1.91 0.08 384
g′ inner 1.20 0.03 71
r′ inner 1.58 0.06 224
g′ middle 1.39 0.07 73
r′ middle 1.80 0.07 124
g′ outer 1.31 0.05 23
r′ outer 1.81 0.09 36
Thus we onlude that there is a real dierene in the slopes of the CSDs as seen in the
two lters, and that this dierene appears strongest in the middle and outer asteroid belt,
but somewhat less pronouned in the inner belt. The slope of the CSD in the g′ lter
shows weak variations throughout the belt, while the r′ distribution shows larger hanges,
partiularly from the inner to the middle/outer belt.
Unfortunately there we do not have enough information to distinguish between the eets
of olour, albedo, size, age and strength in this system, making a determination of the
ause of the dierent slopes a diult task. However, the persistene of the slope
dierenes when the sample is subdivided gives us some ondene that the result is real.
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At the very least, it seems likely that the asteroid size distribution is olour-dependent
within ertain regions of the main belt.
A number of dierent senarios ould be imagined as auses for the slope dierenes, most
tied to the known omposition gradient aross the main belt (Gradie and Tedeso 1982;
Mothé-Diniz et al. 2003). The dierene in the g′ and r′ slopes in middle and outer belt
might be interpreted as evidene for two dierently oloured asteroid omplexes, with the
red (r′) sample ontaining more small asteroids for eah larger one indiating perhaps that
the red asteroids are weaker per unit mass. The weaker slope dierene in the inner belt
may mean that there is only one dominant asteroid omplex here, and we are seeing it in
both lters.
Despite the temptation to link the samples as seen through the dierent lters with
partiular asteroid types, it is lear that we do not have enough information to make
unique assoiations. We do not have true olour information on any asteroids observed, as
none of the the bodies were seen through both lters. Other onsiderations inlude albedo,
whih also plays a role in seleting our samples, and whih we have not onsidered here.
One ould imagine an age-dependent omponent as well, as asteroid weathering produes
redder olours but is not expeted to aet C and S type asteroids equally. More
observations, with more spetral information information is required to determine the
ause of the olour dependene on size aross the main asteroid belt.
4. Conlusions
We deteted 517 and 1008 main belt asteroids in the g′ and r′ lter respetively in
CFHTLS MegaPrime/MegaCam images using Soure Extrator. We used the Vaiasala and
Herget tehniques to alulate the orbital elements from one or two nights' observations
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respetively. We then used the average apparent magnitude of our asteroids and onverted
rst to absolute magnitude using an assumed albedo of 0.09, then to diameter. We used
the diameters to reate a umulative size distribution (CSD) plot of our asteroids and
determine CSD slopes for various subsets of our data.
We found a general trend towards shallower slopes in the CSD as we moved towards smaller
diameters, as has typially been found by other researhers. Our overall best t slopes are
typially higher than reported previously, whih we attribute to the sensitivity of the slope
determination to deviations from a pure power law, and the narrow range of diameters in
our sample. We determine that the overall size distribution does show a lter dependene
over the size range examined, indiating that smaller asteroids in the sample seen in the r′
lter are relatively more abundant than those we detet in g′. This dierene is weaker in
the inner belt, but prominent in the middle and outer parts of the belt. We onlude that
there is evidene for a olour dependene in the size-distribution of asteroids in the 0.3 - 10
km diameter range, a variation whose strength diers aross of the belt, though further
investigation is required to determine the underlying ause of the observed dierene.
This researh was performed in part with support from the National Siene and
Engineering Researh Counil of Canada. This work is based on observations obtained
with MegaPrime/MegaCam, a joint projet of CFHT and CEA/DAPNIA, at the
Canada-Frane-Hawaii Telesope (CFHT) whih is operated by the National Researh
Counil (NRC) of Canada, the Institut National des Sienes de l'Univers of the Centre
National de la Reherhe Sientique (CNRS) of Frane, and the University of Hawaii.
This work is based in part on data produts produed at TERAPIX and the Canadian
Astronomy Data Centre as part of the Canada-Frane-Hawaii Telesope Legay Survey, a
ollaborative projet of NRC and CNRS. This researh used the failities of the Canadian
Astronomy Data Centre operated by the National Researh Counil of Canada with the
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support of the Canadian Spae Ageny.
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5. Figure and table aptions
Figure 1. The heavy lines are the umulative size distributions of main-belt asteroids as
deteted in the r′ and g′ lters. The shaded area indiates the dierene between the
observed distribution and that in whih we exlude all objets whose apparent magnitude
is below our 90% ompleteness limit. The straight lines are the weighted least-squares t
slopes to the size distribution, inluding only those points where our ompleteness is above
90%. The loations of the slope hanges at diameters of ∼2.5 (g′) and ∼3.5 (r′) km are
indiated by the arrows (see text).
Figure 2. The CSD with larger bin sizes.
Figure 3: Diameter distribution for the inner setion of the belt (2 < a <2.6 AU)
Figure 4: Diameter distribution for the middle setion of the belt (2.6 < a < 3.0 AU)
Figure 5: Diameter distribution for the outer setion of the belt (3.0 < a < 3.5 AU)
This manusript was prepared with the AAS L
A
T
E
X maros v5.2.
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Table 1: Slopes aross all sizes in dierent regions of the asteroid belt. N is the number of
objets in the sample.
Table 2: Slopes for sizes smallest sizes (D < 2.5− 3.5 km, see the text for more details).
